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Dear Colleague,

Quantum walks have been systematically studied for over 20 years and display many distinct features that distinguish them from classical random walks. They have become of increasing interest over time due to their potential use in quantum information science, e.g., in implementation of quantum algorithms and in conducting quantum simulations of other systems. In particular, multi-particle quantum walks have been shown to be capable of universal quantum computation.

Quantum walks have been implemented in many types of physical systems, ranging from nuclear magnetic resonance and trapped atoms to linear optics. Recent research has explored walks in higher dimensions, in complex networks, and with multiple walkers, including entangled walkers. Beyond walks in position space, quantum walks in more exotic variables such as optical orbital angular momentum have been implemented.

As quantum walks grow to touch on more areas of research, a fresh perspective on the current state of the field and of research in related areas is timely. The goal of this Special Issue is to provide a guide to the field and a sampling of recent developments. This issue covers all aspects of quantum walks and their applications with special emphasis on recent work on photonic walks.
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Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or their institutions.

High visibility: indexed by the Science Citation Index Expanded (Web of Science), MathSciNet (AMS), Inspec (IET), Scopus and other databases.

Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to authors approximately 26 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 4 days (median values for papers published in this journal in first half of 2017).